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SIJMMARY

Scaling methods for predicting va¡ious room ventilation flows including isothermal, non-

isothermal, ñrlly dweloped and non-fully developed h¡rbulence flows are ¡eviewed and

discussed based on the governing flow equations. rflhen ai¡ is used as the working fluid
in a ¡educed scale model for predicting non-isothermal and low turbulence ventilation
flow, scaling based on the relative deviation of Archimedes number from its critical value
was found to be promising.

In 1/4 scale model æst room, neutrally thermal buoyant helium bubbles werc used to
visualize the airflow patterns and determine the critical A¡chimedes number at which the

room airflow changed its reci¡culation di¡ection. Dependence of the critical Archimedes
number on the location of diffr¡ser opening, difñ¡ser opening size, the location of inæmal
obstructions and the internal heat load was analyzed based on the experimental data.
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Govening Equations
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n conditions'

^ þmDerature (0=T/AT¡)' Pr€ss9re

t*t'.t" governed bY the following

g steady mean flow, incompressrDte'



constant viscosity, and no inærnat volumetric mass o¡ volumetric heat production)r
Continuiry equation:

ðt .,

d=o
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Momentum equation:

Energy equation:

'''# = -^&.Èffi.¿r-@r 
-Àr¡þô,,+ fi0,,

(l)

Q)

'',ãÊ = +Ë#1.fir-Fr
(3)

Similarity hrsmetcrs

ffi ',trffiÏi f : ffi 
""'"iffiäi,ff".üi,tr1 

rr¡e dynamic

1 AII syubols are deffned fn the NOMENCTATURE secÈÍon.
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t#t,- rP'!+t, 
(4)

where, subscrips m and p denoæ model and prototype (i.e., in the full scale room)'

respectivelY.

If P-, is defined as the prcssure outside the test room' we then have' based on the

Bernoulli equation:

p,ot-pd = ioú (5)

In this case, pn= l/2 which does not depend on the room sc¿le. In other words, Ec' (4)

is automaticallY satisfied.

ReynoldsNumber:(Re.lItf€,pfesents.ú:.ogoftheinertialforcetotheviscousforce.
similarity between o"*"ir-rodon within the model u¡d its prototype requires:

rfft.= 1Wt, (6)

Assuming (Y).=(Y)', we have

Ig.¿\ , = 9rì " = 1-(uìD (¡¡¿). " (r)

whelt,nisthegeometricscateofthemodelrclativetothefullscaleprototype.

Forareducedscalemodel,n<l.Therefore,thediffuserakvelociwinthemodelwill
be higher than in its pfotorlTe if one conduco r"¿J*" based on urÉ ¿inuser Reynolds

number.

ArchimedesNumber:(ArrùItrepreserrstheratioofinertialforcetothermalbuoyancy
force. Similarity u"t*ä*o" roions wit¡in the model and prototype requires:

,|E¡r"L\o"-rà 1.- Í
u¿"

9gv¿l Tr-Tdl 'iP
(8)

Assuming CrrT¿).=(IrTJr' (É)'=(É)o u¡d G)'=G)" u're have

ffi=,#,vz=n'-tz (9)

Therefore, the diffr¡ser air velocity in l reauc$ scale model (n< 1) would be smaller than

in the prototype if on" än¿îca áo¿"t t"ts based on the Archimedes number'
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Froude Number: fFr') It rcprcsents the ratio of inertiar force to the gravitational force.Similarity between the motión *inin U,e Ããeì anA prototyp";rqñ":,

rffit,=r#t"
(10)

Sincc (9).=6¡¡, we have the same relation as Eq. 9.

Prandtl Number: fprl It rEpre.sents ttre ratio of the thermar diffusiviry to momentum

triXl 
(i'e', viscositv). siril"tiry orair l,otion, within the,mJeian¿ is protorype

v
c It

v
c (l l)

which can be satisfied by using the same working fluid in the model as in the protot¡peand maintaining the same tarting ærnfrtu 
"r.

rsothem¡t end Non'fbny Deveroped h¡ùurence ventil¡tion Frows

lIûn'a(Ùl ,
(t2)

where, 0<n< l.

rsothem¡l and rirüy Deveroped rhrùulence ventilation Flows

lle Reynolds number 
!æ9mes large when the room airfrow is fulry tu¡bulent. whichma&es the molecurar difñ¡sion in ürJgoverni;gd;ü;ftËrööii#compare<r 

to the
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turbulent diffusion term. Therefore, the Re

does not have to be the same as that in the

threshold value above which the flow in tl¡e
be done at ¡

ttre threshotd
from the model to is PrototYPe:[2]

ø"= ffitø, (r3)

where, (UJ'/OJ' dose not have to be equal to n'

Timmons[2] co a reduced scale model to

that f¡om a full een the two when equation

(13) was used for the extrapolation of the mo so noted that the threshold

à"í"of¿t number increased with the room dimensions'

Non-Isothem¡l and F\rlly Developed Tt¡rbulence Ventilation trlows

When internal heat loads afe prcsent as in most realistic rooms' the thermal buoyancy

force due ûo the heat r*¿r-ùirr""" a signifrcant effect on the room airflow pattern utd

disributions of air velocities and

imporønt since it r€,prcsents the ratio b

ttre Row field. The molecular diffusio

e rq)m with the following equation:

(Úl'' n'ttz1¿1n (14)

Baüurintsl used this approach and obained reasonable agfeement between the model tests

urd the full scale measur€ments'

Norlsothemal¡ndNon.Ft¡llyDevetopedTi¡rbulenceVentilationFlows

when the entire flow field is neither isothermal nor fully turbulent as in most rooms under

æ similarity conditions[3]' Model studies arc'
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ent fluids (e.g., ai¡ or water), in which the
In this case, scaling methods are usually
overall room air flow pattern and thä
within the regions in which one is most

In lhe present study, air was used as tl¡e working fluid for both the protot)?e tests and thereduced scale model te.sts. It is genenlly more convenient to mainain cfrT¿).=(TrTJ,so thar the model and its prototype have the same air properties rs"t"¡ì 'sîz\. 'i.å.,-,

(o).= (p) r, (r) ^= 
(r) r, (a). = (a)o and (p). = 1p¡r.

TlTf9*'-úe eeualig of r5lnau.number (E4. ll) is satisfied auromaricalry. However,similarity for Reynolds, Archimedes an¿ pòuoe numbers r.tultr in .*tradictory scaling
I based on the diffuser Reynolds number woulã

cale model than in its protoqpe @.7),
one @. 9). Froude number would result in a lowér

parameter than the Reynolds rc important

mean q'antities (verocity ur<r patterns and

A c¡itical A¡chimedes number can be defined as the Archimedes number at which thedifñ¡ser air jet drops immediaæþ afrer.enæring.t" *, tiñd;""lly increases theArchimedes number (either.by-decrcasing Oeãifn¡se, ai¡;*d;;;y increasing the
Tt"t*l heat load). This critical A¡chimedä numbe¡ was found to decrease with the roomsizet6l.

7Ångt6l proposed a scaling method based on the e4uality of the relative deviation ofArchimedes number from its critical value between the reduced scale model and itsprotot)?e. In expression,

,W,.=tftfft,
(15)

Thercforc,

(Arcdl. = 
ælÀtftlD

(16)
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l.e

,ry,,-ffi, 9gto (T¡-Tr,
\D

u3 (r7)

(18)

I-et (I¡T).:(TrTJ', (É),=(É)0, G)'=G), and (w).=n(w)', we have

(rr¿l n = ,æ|Vzntt2 lu¿l e

It is interesting to note that the value of the scaling facor, [(Arfo/(Arra")Jtnnto, in E4'

(18) is Uewõn nr¿ and 1/n, which are the scaling factors derived from Archimedes

number similarity (Eq. 8) and Reynolds number similarity (Eq. 6), respectively'

Therefore, the néw t""fing equation (fq. tgl appears to be a compromise between the

Archimedes number simila¡ity and the Reynolds number similarity'

Eq. (18) is a eqgation for determining the diffuser velocity to be used in a reducrd scale

ro¿èt ætt. Foi a given room ai¡ veiocity, (U), measured at a given location or region

in a reduced scale model, the velocity at the correqponding location or region in the full
scale prototype can then be predicted by

o,=þffi+
(1e)

Comparircns of ai¡flow patterns between the full sc¡le tests and l/4th scale æsS scaled

with^eqnation (18) and 
"itrapotatø 

with equation (19) a¡e shown in Figures 1,2 and 3,

indicating a good agf€ement. The accuracy in predicting mean air velocity' temperature'

an¿ tuOutent kinetic energy and tu¡bulence inænsity in the occupied region we¡e' on

avefage, Llro, l5' , A7"-?ffld26%. Tests also indicated that predicting performance

va¡id' *ittr tt. internal heat load and the need for fr¡rther investigation regarding how

diffuse¡ location, opening size and velocity, and intcrnal heat loads and obstn¡ctions affect
room before the above method can

cting non-isothermal and non-fully
have been conducted in an 1/4th

scale æst room to study these effecs and results are presented in the following sections.

REDUCED SCALE MODEL TESTS

Experimental Fcc¡Iit¡es end hocedures

Ttre experimental setup is shown in Figurc 4. The test rooms had a continuous slot

difnrsei opening urd exhaust, resulting in two dimensional room ventilation flows[6]. One

of the end wallJ was made with plexiglass for flow visualization. Three 0'61x1 '22 m Qx4

ft) electrical heating panels were used to simulate uniform floor heating.
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Airflow rate ìvas measu¡ed with a flow¡ate measurement chamber precalibrated with a fan
test chamber designed according tro ASHRAE standa¡dflOl. The diffuser air velocity was
calculated based on the measu¡ed flow rate and the diffuser op€ning a¡ea and verifrd with
a hot wire anemometer. The floor surface temperature, air æmperaturc at the diffuser and
at the exhaust werc measured with copper-constantan T type thermocouples.

Neutrally thermal buoyant helium bubbles were injected at the difñ¡ser ûo trace the air
movement within the test room. A 24t27 mesh (figure 5) formed with fish wire was

d illuminated with a light sheet.
taped and phoOgraphed ûogether
iffuser air jet.

Rcsrrüs snd D¡scussion

Selection of the Refcrcnce Temperaturc Differential The inæ¡nal heat load had morc

the levcl of intsnal heat load, which is dssfu€d for forming a universal scaling parameter.
Iterefore, the critical ¡{¡chimcdes number defined srith r.d is used in tht folowing
discussion.

Effect of the Internal lleat I-oad As shown in Figure 7, the critical Archimedes number
decreascd sllghtly when the intcrnal heat load increased. such a phenomenon was
consistslt for all lhe tests conducted. The slight decrease of the c¡itical Archimedes
number rnay be duc to the effect of turöulencc. A higher internal heat load would psult
in higher n¡¡öule¡¡ce production in the room due to the thermal buoyancy[ll]. The
turbulcnce acted as a distu¡bancp to the diffuser air jet and made the jet drop at a smaller
Archimedes number. However, such effect \ilas very small because the turbulence
generatcd due to the internal heat production was much less than that produced due to the
nix-ing of the difñ¡ser air jet with rhe toom ai{l[.
Effect of the Difñ¡ser I-ocation Î¡e effect of the difñ¡ser location on the critical
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Archimedes number rvas studied by varying the distance (y) between the slot opening and

the ceiling surface of the æst rq)m. As shown in Figure 8, the critical Archimedes

number decreased when yo incre¿sed. The horizontal length of the diffuser air jet is
determined by the balance ben¡¡een the Coanda effect (resulted from the inertial force and

the restriction of the room geometry) u¡d thermal buoyancy effect. As yo increased, the

restriction !o the jet entraiitt"nt õf ai¡ above the jet decreased, which decreased the

Coanda effect. Therefore, only a smaller thermal buoyancy was needed ùo make the

diffuser air jet dro,p, re.sulting in a smaller critical Archimedes number.

Effect of the Diffuser Opening Size The effect of the diffuser opening sizp on the critical

Archimedes number was studied by varying the diffuser opening width (w) when yo =
7.62cm (3'). As shown in Figure 9, the critical Archimedes number increased when w6

increaseir, indicating that thinner jet is morc likely to be affected by thermal buoyancy as

expected.

Effect of the Internal Obstn¡ction The effect of the inærnal obstruction on the critical

A¡chimedes number *ar et"mi*¿ by positioninga0.254x0.254x1.83m (0.833x0.833x6

ft) block at th¡ee different locations. As shown in Figure 10, the critical A¡chimedes

númber decreased slightly when I. ins€ased from 1/3 Lto ll2 L, but remained almost

unchanged when L" inc¡åsed furttrer. This indicaæs that the obstruction may have a

signifr;nt effect on the value of the critical Archimedes number only when it is within

cena¡n disEnce from the diffuser air jet' Otherwise, the effect of obstruction on the

diffr¡ser air jet may be neglected.

ST'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Scaling methods for predicting va¡ious room ventiLation flows including isothermal, non-

irctheãnal, fully deviloped and non-fully developed turbulenc€ flows are reviewed and

discused based-on the governing flow tions. When air is used as the working fluid

in a reduced scale modá for predicting non-isothermal and low turbulence ventilation

flows, scaling based on the relitive deviation of Archimedes number from is critical value

was found to be Prcmising.

In l/4th scale model test foom, neutrally thermal buoyant helium bubbles werc used to

visr¡alize the airflow Pattems and study the effects of diffuser location, opening size'

internal heat load and location of obstn¡ction on the critical A¡chimedes number. The

following may be concluded:

1. The critical Archimedes number (Ar*) defrned with the tempeÍrture differential

between the exhaust ar¡d the diffuser air had less variation with the inærnal heat

load as compared to that (Arr.) defined with the temperature differcntial between

the floor surface and the exhaust. Ar¿" slightly decreased with the incrcase of the

intemal heat load due to the additional turbulencc generated by the increased

tl¡ermâl buoYancY.
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2.

The critical Archimedes numbe¡ decreased when the diffuser opening size
incf€as€d.

when the distance between the diffuser and the ceiling increased, the critical
Archimedes number decreased due to the decrease of coanda effect.

The inte¡nal obstruction did not have significant effect on the diffuser air jet and
hence the critical A¡chimedes number for the tests conducted.

Ê
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NOMEITICLATITRE

EgwoGrTJ
= A¡chimedes number defined as

Uot
: Archimedes number using ÂT, ÍIs retercnce temperature

differential;
: Critical Archimedes number using AT.. as reterìence temPeratuf€;

= Critical A¡chimedes number using AT¡o ¿Is reterence temPerature
differcntial;

: Froude number defined as Uo/(gw)t¿, which
rspresents the ratio of gravitational effect to
inertial effect;

= Gravitational acceleration rate, ftlmin2 (m/s2);
: Room height, ft (m);

= Turbulent kinetic energy, (fUmin)2 or (m/s)2;

= Iængth of the room (in Z direction), ft (m);

= Geometrie scale of model relative to its ñ¡ll scale prototype
(ocn< 1)

= Iængth of the diffuser slot (in Z direction),
ft (m);

= ftermodynamic prcssure, psi @a);

: Dimensionles¡¡ pr€ssure (ratio between the pressure
at a point and PJ;

= Diffuser prÊssu¡€, psi (Pa);

= PrËssure number defined 
"a 

Po 
r ;

oU¿': Prandtl number defined as ulu ;: A refe¡ence pr€ssure (e.g., the pressure outside
the test room, psi @a).

U¿w¿: Reynolds number defined

: Mean temperature and fluctuation component, F (t);
= Maximum t€mperature in room (e.g., on the heated

surface), F CC);
- Diffuser air æmperaturc F CC);
= Air temperature at the exhaust, F ('C);
: TrT, F fC);
= T.-T¿, F CC);
= TrT¿, F ("C);

= Temperature difference between the diffuser air and

T,t
Tf

T.
T.
AT
AT.o
ATø
AT,o



U,U

u'
U', u'

u.

w
wd

lvc

X,Y,Z

x'rY'r7'
Y¿

5t4

the room air, F fC);
= Mean air velocity and fluctuation component, ftlmin

(m/s);

= Standard deviation of velocity, flmin (m/s);

= Dimensionless mean air velocity and fluctuation
oomponent based on uo;

= Reference velocity, diffuser velocity at the
measurement plane (z=0), ftlmin (m/s);

= Width of the test room (in X direction), ft (m);
= rwidth of the diffuser slor (in Y direction), ft (mX
= Slot width of the exhaust, ft (m);
= Eulerian Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the upper left

comer of the 2-D room flow (Figure 5), ft (m);
= Dimensionless Enlerian Cartesian coordinates based on Wo;

= Distance from the ceiling to the diffuser upper
edge, ft (m);

= Distance from the ceiling to the upper edge of the
exhaust, ft (m);

= Thermal diffusion coefficient, ft2lmin (m2ls);

= Thermal expansion coefficient, l/R (l/K);
= Kronecker delta (=l only when i=2 and :0

otherwise);

- Dimensionless mean t€mpentur€ difference and
fluctuation component;

= Kinematic viscosity, ft2lmin 1m2/s);
= Ai¡ density, lbJfÉ Gg/m');

Y'

(I

ß
ôi2

9,0

v
p

Subscripts

ij = Indices reprcsenting direction of coordinates
(i j = 1,2,3, refening to longitudinal, vertical
and laæral coordinates);

= denote model;

= denote proûotype.
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a. Model test: Uo=1.19 rn/s, ÁTto=J7.5'C
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----+ Annow tength ¡nd¡cotes vetocity mogn;tude,

dinections ¡nd¡cote ftuctuqt¡ons

b. Full scale test: U¿=1.78 m/s, ATro=11.4 og

Comparison of flow patterns between 1/4th scale model and full scale tests #l -
high inærnal heat load
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a. Model test: Ud=1.19 m/s, ATro=2ó.8'C

3 4 5 6 7 I 9 1011

Anrow tength ¡ndicotes vetocity nognitude,
directions ¡nd¡cote ftuctuot¡ons

b. Full scale test: U¿=1.78 m/s, ÂTro=!6.6'C

Comparison of flow patterns between 1/4th scale model and full scale tests #2 -
medium interîal he¿t load
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a. Model test: ud=1.19 m/s, aTfd=16.8 oC

345678
Arrow length ind¡cotes vetocity
d¡rections ¡nd¡cote Ê[uctuotions
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b. Full scale test: U¿=1.78 m/s, ÁT¡¿= ló.4 "C

Comparison of flow pattems between l/4th scale model and full scale tests #3 -
low inærnal heat load
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Schematic of the ¡oom geometry studied
and the definition of coordinates (Z is into the page)
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trigure 5 Experimental set up for the 1/4th scale tests
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